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ABSTRACT
Study on stress distribution in subgrade during the vibrating compaction process is of great value to find out
the compaction mechanism. In order to study the three-dimensional distribution characteristics of stress in
subgrade, the basic kinetic equation of subgrade compaction system is derived by using the finite element
method. Next, the physical model of “vibratory roller-subgrade” system is established. Then, the threedimensional stress distribution in subgrade is simulated by COMSOL Multiphysics. The numerical results are
reliable, since they are in accordance with the test results and are consistent with the theory of the vibrating
compaction in road construction. The simulation results are as follows: First, the compaction stress decreases
gradually from the upper to the lower layer of the subgrade. Second, along the width direction, the stress has
maximum value in the middle area, but decreases symmetrically towards both sides of the roller.
KEYWORDS: Subgrade soil, Vibrating compaction, Finite element method, Three-dimensional
stress distribution, Compaction mechanism.

influence of different parameters on the impact-like
vibrating compaction effects. Guo et al. (2007) used
SIMULINK simulation software to study the
relationship between the compaction effect and both
machine parameters and soil parameters. Qin et al.
(2001) studied the dynamic property of vibratory
roller-subgrade system and analyzed the response
characteristics of vibratory roller. Zhou and Zhou
(2000) identified soil parameters during the process of
vibrating compaction. It can be seen that there is no
literature reports on the real-time three-dimensional
stress distribution of “vibratory roller-subgrade”
system.
In this paper, the subgrade is considered as pure,
uniform density and elastomeric soil material. The
three-dimensional physical model of subgrade
vibrating compaction system is presented by FEM
(finite element method). Based on COMSOL

INTRODUCTION
The existing kinetic models of subgrade vibrating
compaction are almost with two degrees of freedom
(Yoo, 1975; Yoo and Selig, 1979; MacHet and Morel,
1977; Pietzsch and Poppy, 1992), in which the exciting
force is of a linear distribution, so it is theoretically a
plane strain problem. But, in the process of vibrating
compaction, there is a contact area between roller and
subgrade. The exciting force loaded in this area is a
surface pressure instead of a linear pressure. It is
difficult to obtain a numerical solution of this problem.
Liu and Wang (2008) used LS-DYNA dynamics
software to simulate the interaction process of impactlike vibratory roller-subgrade system and analyzed the
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Multiphysics, numerical simulation and calculation
analysis of the model are carried out and the threedimensional stress distribution characteristics of
subgrade during vibrating compaction are studied. This
paper is of great theoretical significance to supplement
and perfect the vibrating compaction theory, reveal the
mechanism of vibrating compaction and guide the
engineering practice.

[K] = the stiffness matrix.
[δ t ] = the displacement of subgrade unit node.
F t = the exciting force that the vibratory roller
loads on the subgrade.
This motion equation can be derived as follows.
Since the exciting force F(t) varies with time, the
displacement f t
of subgrade unit, the subgrade
comprehensive damping coefficient c(t), the
comprehensive stiffness coefficient k(t) and the density
of subgrade soil ρ(t) vary with time, accordingly. These
parameters mainly vary with the compaction times. In
the process of subgrade vibrating compaction, there are
two components of load vector loading on each
subgrade unit e. One is the dynamic load F t
produced by vibratory roller and the other load is
composed of the inertial force F t
and the damping
force F t .
The inertial force of each unit volume of subgrade
unit is:

Kinetic
Equation
of
Subgrade
Vibrating
Compaction System
In the process of subgrade vibrating compaction,
elastic or plastic deformation of subgrade occurs due to
the exciting force. There is also a viscous damping
force during the deformation, so that the “vibratory
roller-subgrade” compaction model can be simplified
as a "spring-viscous damping" system. According to
the D'Alembert principle, the motion equation of the
system can be written as:
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where:
[M] = the mass matrix.
[C] = the damping matrix.
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So, the power of damping force of subgrade unit e
can be given as:

5

W

So, the inertial force of subgrade unit e can be
given as:
F t

.

Supposing c(t) is the soil viscous damping
coefficient, then the damping force of each point in the
subgrade is (Xu, 2006):

Let the element mass matrix be:
M

δ t

So, the power of inertial force of subgrade unit e
can be given as:

As the power is equal to force multiplied by
displacement, the inertial force of unit e can be given
as:
F t

ρ t N

f t
δ t
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Similarly, the damping force vector of subgrade
unit is:
c t N

F t

N dxdydz δ t

.

9

Let the element damping matrix be:
∭ c t N

C

N dxdydz.

(10)

So, the damping force vector of subgrade unit is:
C

F t

δ t

.

(11)

Assuming that the subgrade is meshed into m
elements, then the global matrices are as follows:
K

∑

K

(12)

M

∑

M

(13)
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∑

C
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F t

∑

F t
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The global load vector of visco-elastoplastic
subgrade can be expressed as:
F t

M δ t

C δ t .

(16)

According to the D'Alembert principle, the equation
can be written as follows:
K δ t

F t

M δ t

C δ t .

(17)

F t

(18)

It can be rewritten as:
M δ t

C δ t

K δ t

.

The equation above is the basic kinetic equation
based on the finite element method in the process of
vibrating compaction of subgrade soil. It is consistent
with the equation derived by Zhang (2010).
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3-D Simulation of the Progress of
Subgrade Vibrating Compaction
Three-dimensional Model of Subgrade Soil during
Vibrating Compaction
The exciting kinetic models of subgrade vibrating
compaction are almost with two degrees of freedom
(Yoo, 1975; Yoo and Selig, 1979; MacHet and Morel,
1977; Pietzsch and Poppy, 1992), in which the exciting
force is of a linear distribution, so that it is theoretically a
plane strain problem, which should be simulated by twodimensional finite element method. But in the actual
process of compaction, the contact between roller and
subgrade soil is a surface contact owing to the
deformation of subgrade. Thus, the three-dimensional
simulation of vibratory roller-subgrade system in this
paper is more reliable and scientific than the twodimensional one. The physical three-dimensional
compaction model is shown in Fig.1 and the surface
contact area is shown as the shadow area [x , x ] in Fig.
1. The exciting force is loaded in different contact areas
as time passes by. When the time step is small, the
exciting force can be approximated as a continuous
force. Then, the actual vibrating compaction process can
be simulated. The parameters used in this model are as
follows:
The size of subgrade is 10m×0.75m×0.35m
(length× width× height); the width of vibratory roller is
equal to the width of subgrade soil. The mass of
vibratory roller m
309kg. The vibratory frequency
f=30Hz and the nominal amplitude is A=1.2mm. The
roller moves along the x direction at a constant speed
of v =1.2km/h. So, after a time t, its displacement is
x =v t. It is assumed that x ＝v ＋B, where B=R
sin β is the chord length of contact area and β is the
angle between horizontal plane and the tangent of the
contact area.The time step in the simulation is
∆t=0.005. Therefore, it needs T=10/v =30 seconds for
each compaction, so the time interval in the simulation
is [0.30] second.
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n of Soil Consstitutive Mod
del
Determination
Since the subgrade
s
defoormation behavior is veryy
co
omplex and diifficult to desccribe correctly
y, hundreds off
ap
pproximate sooil constitutivve models haave been putt
fo
orward. Basedd on the experrience and praactice of civill
en
ngineering, thee D-P yield crriterion (Deng
g et al., 2006))
off elastoplasticity constitutivve model is seelected in thiss
paaper to simuulate the strress-strain relationship inn
su
ubgrade. The model can noot only accuraately simulatee
th
he interaction between
b
the vvibratory rollerr and soil, butt
is also convenieent for numeriical calculatio
on.
The yield fuunction of the series D-P crriterion can bee
reepresented as a general form
mula:

Figu
ure (1): Model of subgradee during
vibratingg compaction
Accordinng to the theoory of vibratiing compactioon,
the exciting force of vibraatory roller caan be calculatted
as follows:
F

A∙m ∙w ;

(19)

where:
A= the nominnal amplitudee.
m = the masss of vibratoryy roller.
w = 2πf is the angular freqquency of vibrration.
f = the vibrattory frequencyy of the vibrattory roller.

f

t
At time t, the distribbuted exciting force on the
contact area can be expresssed as:F =F/((BL). Therefoore,
distributed suurface pressuure applied forr the model can
c
be written ass:

For a givenn stress state, I and J aree constants. I
an
nd J can be caalculated as foollows:
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where:
I = the first strress invariant.
J = the second deviation streess invariant.

(220)
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where:
r
L= the widthh of vibratory roller.

σ .
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σ
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.

The series D-P criterrion varies for differentt
paarameter assiggnments α annd k, where α and k aree
co
onstants for a given materiaal and can be calculated byy
so
oil cohesion c and internal friction anglee φ that couldd
bee obtained froom field measurements. Th
he formula iss
ass follows:

This is the
t
exciting force equatioon of vibratiing
compaction in
i the solutionn region.
Accordinng to the actuual compactioon situation, the
t
boundary coonstraints of thhe model aree set as follow
ws:
The front, baack, left and right boundarries of subgraade
are plane coonstraints; noormal displaccement of eaach
plane and thhe rotation arround the tanngential axis are
a
restricted. The
T
bottom of
o subgrade is set as fixxed
constraint; while
w
the top of subgrade is free and the
t
exciting forcce F(t,x) is disstributed over the contact arrea
[x , x ] on thhe top of subgrrade.

α

φ
√

φ

,k

∙
√

φ
φ

.

(24) and (25)

Determination
n of Finite Eleement Model Parameters
The excitinng force F ((t, x) and th
he D-P yieldd
fu
unction requirred by the moodel are giveen directly byy
mathematical
m
equations in the softwarre COMSOL
L
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Multiphysicss (William annd Zimmerm
man, 2007). The
T
main parameeters used in the
t simulationn can be seen in

Taable 1.

Table 1. The main parameters needed
n
in thee model

Simulattion Results of
o Stress Distribution in
Sub
bgrade
G
Time
Stress Distriibution in Subgrade at a Given
Since thee exciting forrce loading on
o the subgraade
can be seen as
a constant, but
b applied on different placces
of the upper layer of subgrrade, the stresss distributionn in
subgrade att a given tiime can refflect the threeedimensional stress disttribution chaaracteristics in
subgrade. Thhe stress disttribution at 15s is shown in
Fig.2, wheree 100 parallel sections withh equal intervals
are taken aloong the X dirrection. From
m Fig. 2, we can
c
see that:
At t=15ss, the excitinng force loadds on the arrea
between x=55m and x=5.0043m. The strress in subgraade
distributes nearly
n
uniform
m; that is to
t say that the
t
subgrade cann be uniformlyy compacted with
w the excitiing
force.

Fig.3 showss the stress diistribution at the
t section off
x=
=5m. From Fig. 3, we can see thaat the stresss
diistribution is not
n uniform aand decreases towards bothh
sid
des of the rooller. Meanw
while, the streess decreasess
fro
om the upper layer to the lower layer alo
ong the depthh
diirection of subbgrade.

Figure (3): Stress distrib
bution at the section of
x= 55m
Sttress Distrib
bution Charaacteristics att the Depth
h
Direction of Su
ubgrade
In order to investigate the distributionn
ch
haracteristics of compressiive stress alo
ong the depthh
diirection of subbgrade, three detection poiints are set inn

Figu
ure (2): Stresss distribution
n at 15 s
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each layer (the
(
upper layyer, middle layer
l
and low
wer
layer). The stress
s
curves inn each layer (take
(
the sectiion
of x=5m forr example) arre shown in Fig.4.
F
It can be
seen from Fig.4 that the compressive stress decreasses
from the uppper layer to the
t lower layyer of subgradde.
That is to saay, during com
mpaction, thee maximal streess
appears in thhe upper layerr, the middle stress
s
appearss in
the middle laayer and the minimal
m
stresss appears in the
t
lower layer. Fig.
F 5 shows the
t stress curvve in every layyer
measured duuring the vibraating compacction. AL7, AL9
A
and AL5 are the upper layyer signal, midddle layer signnal
and lower layyer signal, resspectively. Byy comparing Fig.
F
4 and Fig. 5,, it can be seeen that the sim
mulation resultt is
the same as the
t experimenntal result in literature (Zhaang
et al., 2010),, which indicates that the proposed
p
moddel
in this paper is reasonable.

bution Charaacteristics att the Width
h
Sttress Distrib
Direction
In order to investigate thhe stress distrribution alongg
th
he width direcction of subgrrade, three dettection pointss
arre set along the width off roller (one is set at thee
middle
m
of subgrrade, the otherr two are set symmetrically
s
y
neear both sidess of the rollerr). The stress curves alongg
th
he width of suubgrade for diffferent layers are shown inn
Fiigs. 6,7 and 8,, respectively.

Figurre (6): Stress oof upper layeer at
the width d
direction

ure (4): Stresss at differentt depths
Figu

Figuree (7): Stress oof middle layeer at
the width d
direction

Figure (5): The
T stress curve in every layer
l
measurred
du
uring the vibrrating compaaction

Figurre (8): Stress of lower layeer at
the width d
direction
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It can be seen from Figs. 6, 7 and 8 that for each
layer of subgrade, the maximum stress occurs in the
center of subgrade, while the stress becomes smaller
towards both sides of the roller. This result indicates
that compaction at width direction is not uniform. The
middle part of subgrade has best compaction effect,
while both sides of subgrade are less effective. This
explains the reason why the overlap should exist in the
two adjacent rolling tracks.
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